APPLICATION STORY

The Answer My Friend Is Blown In The Wind
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The small wind generator brake comes on and locks the
(shown in the picture) uses generator and blades.
The windmill uses Ogura’s
neodynim magnets that can
generate electricity, even at VBEH-5 (power on) brake,

connected directly
to the generator
input shaft. The
VBEH-5 uses a
compact
high
torque coil and
a single spring
armature. When the
brake is not in use
there is no contact
and no frictional
force
on
the
armature, so there
is no additional
drag and/or power
consumption
in
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After the storm
has passed a wind
sensor releases the
brake and allows
the generator to
continue providing
electricity for little
Akira so he can play his Nintendo.
The reason that a power on
brake was chosen was because
the windmill would only need
emergency holding less than five
percent of its operating life, so if
a spring applied brake had been
used in this application it would
require power 95% of the time. The
VBEH-5 power on brake receives its
current to energize from a battery.
As a backup to the battery a small
solar panel provides charging
power if there is no wind for an
extended amount of time.
As an environmentally conscious company Ogura finds it
rewarding to apply products to
these types of applications. Over
the past few years Ogura has
made a number of changes within their production facilities to
reduce the impact on the environment. In 2008 this will continue
and updates will be posted in the
newsletter.

